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nvestors face
e a portfolio co
onundrum in managing
m
thee influence off equities in a traditional
In
asset
as
mix. Ca
ash and bonds
ds reduce riskk but at a seem
emingly egreg
gious forfeiture
e of return.
Global
G
diversifification, a po
opular diversifification technnique a deca
ade ago, hass proved of
lim
mited usefuln
ness as crosss border correl
elations have rrisen to near o
one.
Alternative
A
inve
vestments, pop
opular among larger instituttional investo
ors for over tw
wo decades
th
hrough private
te partnership
ps, are now increasingly
i
aavailable to ssmaller institu
tutions and
in
ndividuals thro
ough liquid mutual
m
funds. The challengge among invvestors examiining these
“lliquid alternattives” is to fullly appreciate
e the range off alternative sstrategies and
d how best
to
o fit them into
o a traditional portfolio.
p
n our report, we
w provide a top-down
t
way
ay to think aboout alternative
es, dividing th
he universe
In
in
nto alpha-drivven and beta--driven altern
natives, whichh we believe is important in defining
what
w
alternativves have in co
ommon and their
th difference
ces.
We
W then prop
pose a portfo
olio constructtion solution that gives in
nvestors acce
cess to the
overall
ov
diversiffication beneffits from altern
rnatives, but aallows for cusstomization ass well. We
believe
be
that a core-satellite
e approach, which
w
has woorked well in other areas o
of portfolio
management,
m
has equal ap
pplicability to constructing
c
a portfolio of lliquid alternattives.

m intended to capture a bro
oad group of a
asset classess and investm
ment strategie
es that
“Alternativves” is a term
offer a retturn stream that differs su
ubstantially fro
om traditiona
al stocks and bonds. Inve
estors hope th
hat by
including an allocation
n to alternatives their porrtfolios will b
benefit from lower risk an
nd/or higher return
compared
d to what they
y would otherw
wise have experience from
m a traditionall stock/bond p
portfolio.

“Liquid altlternatives” refers to a subsset of Alterna
atives that offe
er daily liquidity, typically tthrough an op
pen or
closed-en
nd 40-Act muttual fund or an
n ETF. Histo
orically, most a
alternative invvestments we
ere offered through
semi-liquid or illiquid private
p
partnerships to institutional invesstors. Only in
n the last sevveral years, la
argely
n to the 2008
8 Financial Crrisis, have liq
quid alternativves grabbed iinvestor atten
ntion, and with it, a
in reaction
near explo
osion in altern
native produc
ct offerings.
What Mak
kes an Inves
stment “Alterrnative?”
plest, alternattive is identified with any asset
a
class orr investment strategy that is not a diverrsified
At its simp
stock or bond portfollio, which ha
ave historically comprised
d most, if not all, of invvestors’ portffolios.
es that define an investm
ment or fund as alternativve can be fo
ound in secu
urity type, liquidity,
Difference
strategy, objective,
o
or a combination
n of these ele
ements. For e
example, diffe
erences in liq
quidity and strrategy
define priv
vate equity as
s an alternativ
ve investmen
nt.1 The obje
ective of avoid
ding losses in
n down marke
ets, as
opposed to performan
nce relative to
o an index, is
i the hallma
ark that puts hedge fundss in the altern
native
ommodity futures and CTA
As are alterna
ative by their ssecurity type and strategy..
class.2 Co

1

Private eq
quity is illiquid, generally requ
uiring a 10 yea
ar investment lo
ock-up of capita
al, and its strattegy is one of ccontrol
and operattional change, in contrast to trraditional equitty managemen
nt which is non--control and pa
assive with resp
pect to
corporate action,
a
other than proxy voting
g.
2
The use of
o short-selling and leverage are
a differences
s unique to hed
dge funds as w
well.
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Less obvious are smaller asset classes or security types that technically might be grouped with stocks or
bonds but which have sufficient unique or unfamiliar qualities that many investors might consider them to
be alternative. These include REITS, MLPs, TIPS, and covered call strategies.
Correlation is the statistic most commonly used to identify alternative investments. Alternatives are
investments whose returns have a low correlation with stock and bond portfolios. A low correlation
means that returns produced by the alternative investment exhibit a pattern that is different from stocks
and bonds, and therefore, if included, would serve to diversify the overall portfolio. The correlation
statistic ranges from +1.0 to -1.0. A +1.0 correlation identifies two sets of returns that directionally follow
each other perfectly, and therefore offer no diversification. A zero (0.0) correlation identifies two sets of
returns that have absolutely no relationship with one another, and therefore offer great diversification. A
correlation equal to -1.0 occurs when the two sets of returns move in perfect but opposite directions.
Cliffwater uses the correlation statistic as the defining test of whether a strategy or asset class is an
alternative investment:

A strategy or asset class is “Alternative” if its correlation is equal to or less than 0.75.3
Our definition is based on the notion that alternatives should have low overlap with common stocks, the
driver of a traditional portfolio. Correlation does not directly measure overlap but its mathematical square
(2), also known as R-squared, measures overlap. More precisely expressed, R-square equals the
proportion of risk found in one return stream that is explained by the index return stream. We selected a
0.75 correlation as our alternatives benchmark because its square (R-squared) equals 0.56 (56%), which
approximately fits our notion of alternatives as producing a return stream different from stocks.
Our definition would include private equity, real estate, hedge funds, and most real assets as alternative.
Emerging markets, small cap stocks, and high yield bonds are examples of investments that we would not
include as alternatives.
A Catalogue of Alternative Investments
Our definition of alternatives allows for potentially hundreds of strategies and niche asset class. A useful
way to think about alternatives is to split them into “alpha driven” and “beta driven” groupings, as we do in
Exhibit 1. Our purpose is to source the underlying driver of low correlation.
Alpha measures value-added returns produced by a manager’s active decisions. By definition, it is
uncorrelated with traditional index returns because it derives from idiosyncratic security risk which is not
present in index returns.4 Alpha driven alternatives have high alpha and low beta content and generally
are structured as hedge funds. Hedge fund managers generate alpha primarily by utilizing traditional
asset classes (i.e. equities, high yield, and Treasuries) in non-traditional ways, such as expressing an
opinion regarding the direction of an asset class or security through long or short positions, or through
leverage or hedging. The average individual hedge fund has a correlation equal to 0.45 when measured
against equities.5
Alternative beta-driven investments refer to less well known asset classes whose returns are also less
correlated to stock returns but the cause is primarily a difference in the type of beta return. Alpha is a
3

We measure correlation against the nearest traditional asset class, which would be a stock index such as the MSCI
ACWI (global) Index for most alternative investments but could be a bond index such as the Barclays Aggregate
Index for fixed income strategies or asset classes.
4
Idiosyncratic risk is also known as unsystematic risk, as opposed to systematic or beta risk.
5
Hedge fund correlations increase as the number of funds increase because alpha risk declines from diversification
while beta risk does not. This phenomenon also helps explain why hedge fund-of-funds performed poorly for many
years as they over-diversified.
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lower pro
oportion of total risk for beta-driven alternatives and therefo
ore has a ssmaller impa
act on
correlation
n.6 An exam
mples, MLPs
s, commodity
y futures, an
nd REITS are often conssidered altern
native
35, and 0.70, respectivelyy. Individuallyy, and
investmen
nts because their
t
correlatio
ons to stocks
s are 0.50, 0.3
collectivelly, these alterrnative beta asset
a
classes
s help diversiffy the traditio
onal 60%/40%
% stock/bond asset
mix.
Ex
xhibit 1: Cliffwa
ater Alternative
es Catalogue

A Diversiified “Core” Alternatives Portfolio
vestors and advisors stru
uggle with selecting
s
from
m the seemingly overwh
helming varie
ety of
Many inv
alternative
e investments and integra
ating them in
nto a traditional stock and bond portffolio. The an
nswer
depends largely on the
e investor’s objective. We
e begin with p
perhaps the m
most common
n investor objective
ch is to lower overall portfo
olio risk without sacrificing long term retturn, if
when considering alterrnatives, whic
possible. We also restrict the portfo
olio to only th
hose alternatiives that offerr daily liquiditty, either thro
ough a
utual fund or an
a exchange--traded fund (ETF).
(
40 Act mu
wer this questtion through a two-step process.
p
Ou
ur first step iss to identify an optimal m
mix of
We answ
alternative
e investments
s and the se
econd step is
s to determin
ne the optima
al allocation to the alternatives
portfolio.7
olio, which w
we define as having band
dwidth acrosss the
Exhibit 2 describes a core alternatives portfo
a
inv
vestments.
spectrum of alpha and beta-driven alternative

6

We agree
e with those wh
ho argue that private
p
equity also
a
has a high
h representation
n of alpha in re
eturns, justifying their
fees.
7
Ideally, both the compo
osition and allocation to altern
natives is solve
ed simultaneou
usly in a portfo
olio optimization
n. We
separate the decisions here
h
to facilita
ate understanding. In practicce, final portfo
olios do not diiffer materially when
solving step-wise versus simultaneously
y.
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Ex
xhibit 2: Core Liquid
L
Alternativves Portfolio

t core alterrnatives portfo
olio is comprised of alpha
a-driven hedge funds, each
h representing one
One-half the
of the majjor hedge fund strategies: equity long/short, event-drriven, market neutral, and macro.8
2
of the portfolio
p
is co
omprised of alternative
a
in
nvestments th
hat protect against unexp
pected
Another 20%
inflation, also
a
known as
a “real assetts.” These beta
b
driven allternatives divversify the tra
aditional 60%
%/40%
stock/bond mix precise
ely because they
t
have perrformed well d
during inflatio
onary periodss, when stockks and
ve performed poorly.
bonds hav
Credit-orie
ented hedge funds compriise the final 30%
3
of the co
ore alternative
es portfolio. Credit investm
ments
per se are
e not generallly considered
d alternative in
nvestments, b
but when ove
erseen by hed
dge fund man
nagers
who can short
s
duration
n or credit risk in their porttfolios when a
appropriate, tthese credit d
driven hedge funds
become diversifiers.
d
We
W call this se
egment “alterrnative incom e” because th
he three slee
eves – event-ccredit,
long/shortt credit, and long/short
l
em
merging marke
et debt – all o
offer significa
ant current ca
ash flow that is not
today foun
nd in the traditional 60%/40% stock/bon
nd asset mix.
mmended portfolio in Exhiibit 2 is heavily weighted tto hedge fund strategies w
when compared to
Our recom
the distrib
bution of mu
utual fund as
ssets across alternative in
nvestments ttoday. Hedg
ge fund strattegies
represent just 23% ($2
267 billion) of total alternattive mutual fu
und assets. R
Real assets, o
or alternative betautual funds, represent 41% and alterrnative incom
me funds com
mprise 36% o
of total altern
native
driven mu
mutual fun
nd assets.9 We
W believe th
he current smaller mutual ffund asset levvels represen
nted by hedge
e fund
strategies
s will change with
w increased interest by investors and
d hedge fund managers aliike.
The Right Allocation to Liquid Altternatives
Having identified a corre liquid alterrnatives portfo
olio, the seco
ond step is de
etermining ho
ow much of a total
portfolio to
o allocate to alternatives.
a

8
9

Weights are
a based upon
n Cliffwater lon
ng term assessment of individ
dual strategy re
eturn and risk.
Cliffwaterr compiles and categorizes altternative mutua
al funds based
d upon Bloombe
erg data.
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Exhibit 3 displays two “efficient fron
ntiers.” The first,
f
colored in blue, show
ws the expected portfolio return
s available by
b altering th
he mix of sto
ocks and bonds. Stockss10 alone havve an
and risk combinations
o 18.00%, ass reported in tthe table. Bo
onds11
expected long term retturn equal to 7.55% with a risk equal to
ve an expecte
ed return equa
al to 2.40% with
w a risk equ al to 4.00%. The traditional 60% stockk, 40%
alone hav
bond porttfolio (hereaftter, the “60/40 portfolio”) is
i identified o
on the efficient frontier. Its expected return
equals 5.90%, with a risk equal to 10.92%. Th
he ratio of exxpected returrn to risk for the 60/40 po
ortfolio
52, which is frrequently refe
erred to as the
e risk-adjuste
ed return.12
equals 0.5

Exhibit 3: Expecte
ed Portfolio Retturn and Risk w
with and withou
ut Alternatives

Expected
d Expected Retturn
Return

Risk

60/40 Porrtfolio

5.90%

10.92%

/R
Risk
0
0.54

Core Alterrnatives

6.88%

7.10%

0
0.97

100% Sto
ocks

7.55%

18.00%

0
0.42

100% Bon
nds

2.40%

4.00%

0
0.60

50% Stoc
ck/30% Bond/20%
% Alts

6.22%

10.32%

0
0.60

40% Stoc
ck/20% Bond/40%
% Alts

6.54%

9.78%

0
0.67

s an expected
d return equa
al to 6.88% and an expe
ected risk equal to
The core alternatives portfolio has
T
forecas
sts fit the commonly held no
otion that alte
ernatives broa
adly offer equ
uity-like return
ns at a
7.10%. These
much low
wer level of ris
sk. Because of the lowerr risk, the alte
ernatives porttfolio has alm
most twice the
e riskadjusted return,
r
0.97, compared
c
to the
t 60/40 porrtfolio.
ent frontier wiith the core alternatives po
ortfolio, repressented by the
e white line, sshows higher levels
The efficie
of expected return at each level off risk, compa
ared to portfo
olio combinatiions of only sstocks and b
bonds.
c
improve returns signifficantly by making
m
significcant allocatio
ons to alterna
atives. This is the
Investor can

10

Stocks are
a represented
d by the MSCI ACWI Index, a global stock iindex. Expecte
ed returns are geometric and
d come
from the Cliffwater Secon
nd Quarter 2014
4 Asset Allocattion Report.
11
Bonds are represented
d by the Barcla
ays Aggregate Index, an invesstment grade U
U.S. bond inde
ex. Expected rreturns
etric and come from the Cliffw
water Second Quarter
Q
2014 Assset Allocation Report.
are geome
12
The risk
k-adjusted returrn calculation gives
g
equal we
eight to return and risk. Inve
estor preferencces for return or risk
may differ and more custo
omized measu
ures may be ap
ppropriate.
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reason colleges and universities, perhaps th
he most sop
phisticated an
nd unencum
mbered institu
utional
o their endow
wment assetss to alternative
e investmentss.13
investors, today allocatte over 53% of
bine the 60/4 0 portfolio wiith 20% and 40% allocatio
ons to
We identify in Exhibit 3 two portfoliios that comb
a
portfolio.
p
The
e first has allocations of 5
50%, 30%, a
and 20% to sstocks, bondss, and
the core alternatives
alternative
es, respective
ely. Importan
ntly, expected
d portfolio retu
urn increasess 32 basis points over the 60/40
portfolio and
a risk is red
duced from 10
0.92% to 10.3
32%.
The secon
nd portfolio re
epresents a 40%
4
allocation to alternativves. The 40%
%, 20%, and 40% allocatio
ons to
stocks, bo
onds, and alte
ernatives, res
spectively, res
sult in a 64 b asis point addition to returrn plus a redu
uction
in risk from
m 10.92% to 9.78%.
ysis demonstrrates clear an
nd significant benefits to ad
atives to a traditional invesstment
Our analy
dding alterna
portfolio. While there is no one answer
a
to the
e “right” alloca
ation to alterrnatives, inve
estors interestted in
strong risk-adjusted re
eturns should consider allo
ocating a mea
aningful propo
ortion of theirr portfolio to a core
es portfolio.
alternative
Non-Core
e “Satellite” Liquid Altern
natives Portffolios
nge of availab
ble alternative
es to create bespoke “sattellite”
Investors can, and often do, draw from the ran
se objectives.. Three of th e more comm
mon non-core
e liquid alternatives
applications to solve special purpos
portfolios are:

nflation-protecction alternativ
ives portfolio
– In
Our
O Novembe
er 2013 rese
earch report, “Inflation Prrotection thro
ough a Diverrsified Liquid Real
Assets
A
Portfoliio,” presents a detailed an
nalysis of alte rnative assett classes that provide prote
ection
ag
gainst rising unexpected inflation, a scenario
s
that seems far a
away today b
but one that could
present seriou
us risks to a traditional po
ortfolio. Infla
ation is also a risk that ca
an appear qu
uickly,
es
specially because so man
ny of the nece
essary condittions for infla
ation – debt, m
money supplyy, low
in
nterest rates – exist in the market
m
today.
Exhibit 4 prov
vides Cliffwate
er’s mix of beta-driven
b
allternatives that together p
provide an op
ptimal
edge to unexpected inflatio
on while main
ntaining an atttractive risk-a
adjusted returrn.
he
Exhibit
E
4: Cliffw
water Inflation Protection Porrtfolio

13

“2013 NA
ACUBO – Com
mmonfund Stud
dy of Endowme
ents”
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– Alternative
A
inco
come portfolio
Both individual and institutio
onal investors
s have a prefe
erence for im
mmediate cash
h flow to mee
et their
lia
ability or expenditure need
ds. Too ofte
en, investors select a sing
gle source fo
or income, such as
high yield bond
ds, that may offer immedia
ate needs bu t are vulnerable to risks in
n income (deffaults)
S
types
s of alternativ
ve investmen
nts provide high yields, an
nd capital ga
ains in
or principal. Several
ome instance
es, that when
n combined into an altern
native income
e portfolio ca
an provide a more
so
stteady and div
versified sourc
ce of income and reduced risk of capita
al loss as well.
ws Cliffwater’’s mix of alpha and beta -driven altern
natives that ttogether provvide a
Exhibit 5 show
more
m
stable so
ource of curre
ent income tha
an any individ
dual asset typ
pe.
Exhibit
E
5: Cliffw
water Alternativve Income Porrtfolio

At
A current market condition
ns the alterna
ative income portfolio in E
Exhibit 5 wou
uld be expectted to
provide a cash
h yield equal to
t 5.15%.
– Absolute
A
return
rn portfolio
Our
O third satellite alternative
es portfolio is
s called absolute return because its prim
mary objective
e is to
ge
enerate a retu
urn stream vo
oid of losses. Loss preven
ntion is almosst impossible to achieve, e
except
by
y holding cas
sh, because returns that are naturallyy positive ove
er time carry with them m
market
(b
beta) risks tha
at can cause short term lo
osses. This iss true for all sources of be
eta, traditiona
al and
alternative.
urn portfolio draws almosst exclusivelyy from alpha-d
driven hedge
e fund
Therefore, an absolute retu
b
risk. G lobal macro, managed fu
utures, and m
market
sttrategies thatt have no or very small beta
ne
eutral hedge fund strategies are exam
mples of invesstments that have very lim
mited market beta.
Exhibit 6 proviides Cliffwate
er’s mix of strrategies for a
an absolute rreturn portfolio, which is vvoid of
he beta-driven
n alternative investments fo
ound in the e arlier alternattive portfolioss.
th
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Exhibit 6: Clifffwater Absolutte Return Portffolio

on “market neutral”
n
mean
ns that the e
equity, credit, or event in
nvestment strrategy
The designatio
xplicitly balan
nces long and
d short positions so that the
ere is no net p
positive or ne
egative exposure to
ex
th
he market. This style of
o manageme
ent eliminatess market rissk, and conssequently pottential
drawdowns, but
b also long
g term marke
et returns. W
What remain
n are the alp
pha-driven re
eturns
produced by manager
m
security selection and timing de
ecisions.
a
risk grap
ph in Exhibit 3 by adding
g the three ssatellite altern
native
Exhibit 7 expands on the return and
portfolios..
Exhibit 7: Expected
E
Portfo
olio Return and
d Risk for Core
e and Satellite A
Alternatives Po
ortfolios
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Expected Expected Return
Return

Risk

60/40 Portfolio

5.90%

10.92%

/Risk

Core Alternatives

6.88%

7.10%

0.97

100% Stocks

7.55%

18.00%

0.42

100% Bonds

2.40%

4.00%

0.60

Inflation Protection

6.70%

10.05%

0.67

Alternative Income

7.12%

9.03%

0.79

Absolute Return

4.85%

4.95%

0.98

0.54

Like the Core Alternatives portfolio, each of the satellite alternatives portfolios offers a better risk-adjusted
return compared to any combination of stocks and bonds. Investors with individual preferences for
income, inflation-protection, or safety, might consider combining the satellite absolute return, alternative
income, or inflation-protection portfolios with the core alternatives portfolio for their alternatives allocation
within their overall portfolio.
Conclusion
Investors have few good choices among traditional asset classes to diversify their stock and bond
portfolios. Alternative investments, on the other hand, offer strong diversification potential, lowering risk
measurably without sacrificing return.
However, selecting from the broad range of alternatives can be a challenge, even for the experienced
investor. We recommend a multi-alternative, multi-manager approach that maximizes the diversification
potential from the various alternative assets and strategies. We also recognize that investor preferences
differ, and bespoke satellite alternatives portfolios, such as income-oriented or real asset, might be more
appropriate alternative investments either alone or in conjunction with a core alternatives portfolio.

Stephen Nesbitt
CEO
Cliffwater LLC
snesbitt@cliffwater.com

The views expressed herein are the view of Cliffwater only through the date of this report and are subject to change
based on market or other conditions. All information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but its
accuracy is not guaranteed. This report is being distributed for informational purposes only and should not be
considered investment advice, nor shall it be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer for the purchase or sale
of any security. The information we provide does not take into account any investor’s particular investment
objectives, strategies, tax status or investment horizon. Past performance does not guarantee future performance.
Cliffwater is a service mark of Cliffwater LLC.
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